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Introduction

Hernia repair remains one of the most frequently per-
formed surgical procedures worldwide. It is estimated 
that approximately 10%–20% of midline laparotomy 
incisions will develop incisional hernia. The recurrence 
rate after primary repair of ventral hernia and incisional 
hernia ranged from 25%–54%.1–5 The recurrence rate 
increased further after a second repair.6 Incisional hernia 
occurs in 19% of morbidly obese patients without previ-
ous hernia undergoing gastric bypass procedure, but this 
increased to 40% in those with a previous hernia.7 In one 
study with long-term follow up, the recurrence rate after 
primary repair was above 60% versus over 30% for mesh 
repair.8

The conventional synthetic polymers such as nylon,9,10 
polyethylene,11 polypropylene,12–18 polytetrafluoroethyl-
ene (PFTE),19–24 and polyethylene terephthalate (PET)25 

have been widely applied in hernia repair surgery for more 
than 50 years. The recently introduced biological meshes, 
composed mainly of extracellular matrix components, are 
designed to undergo in vivo degradation and implant area 
remodelling to replace the deficient tissues.26,27
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Background

To assess the repair of the abdominal wall, in vivo models 
are commonly used to evaluate the tissue response and 
mechanical performance of surgical meshes. In a typical 
abdominal wall defect model, a standardized defect size is 
pre-determined and created on the abdominal wall of the 
animals.28,29 A defect of the abdominal wall is usually cre-
ated by excising the abdominal wall tissues, whether in the 
midline position or lateral positions, usually by standard-
izing the size removed. Meshes are then implanted and the 
abdominal wall is assessed for mechanical failure and tis-
sue response.

Implanted meshes, in particular the degradable/bio-
logic meshes, can stretch considerably with or without 
hernia formation. Both clinical scenarios may contribute 
to abdominal wall laxity and weakness.30–32 Similarly, 
shrinkage/contraction seen with non-degradable synthetic 
meshes33,34 does not produce abdominal weakness or her-
niation, and hence – for this limited interpretation, could 
dubiously be regarded as a successful repair. However, 
mesh contraction has been associated with many of the 
clinical complaints associated with unsatisfactory clinical 
results, including chronic pain and abdominal stiffness, 
without abdominal wall herniation.35,36

The design and approach of these current in vivo 
abdominal wall defect models have obvious limitations. 
First, the defects created are not clearly defined anatomi-
cally. A defect of the abdominal wall is usually created by 
excising the abdominal wall musculature, whether in the 
midline position or lateral positions, usually by standard-
izing the size removed, but not the excision anatomy. 
Second, current in vivo models make no attempt to adjust 
for animal growth and the possible influence this might 
have on the implant area. Therefore, any changes in the 
implant area that might occur will not be confidently dis-
tinguished, whether it is related to animal growth or effects 
of the implant/scaffold itself. Third, there could be animal-
to-animal variations in normal growth. Thus, a model with 
methodology to control for animal growth is desired. An 
intra-animal control is needed.

The pre-determined abdominal defect size fails to 
consider the anatomical structure, which leads to unde-
fined anatomical excision and an inability to distinguish 
the implanted area. In addition, the animal-to-animal 
variation in animal growth is unaccounted for. Therefore, 
an animal model that could control for this variation is 
desired. Finally, in the case of an idealized regenerative 
biologic implant, the anatomy would theoretically be 
restored (or partially restored), leaving behind a smaller 
defect. Hence, it is crucial to control for such changes, 
to distinguish whether a residual defect is due to  
true regeneration of tissues or due to animal growth 
around the unrestored defect (erroneously attributed to 
‘regeneration’).

Aims

Herein, we have developed a reproducible in vivo rabbit 
hernia model that allows for the detection of commonly 
established abdominal wall repair outcomes, including 
wound healing complications, hernia formation, seroma 
formation, intraperitoneal adhesions, fistula and dehis-
cence of graft–tissue interface to facilitate an objective 
evaluation of biological meshes. In this study, we have 
established a rabbit model based on abdominal tissue 
domain loss, by creating surgical defects focussed on ana-
tomical boundaries with an internal control to optimize the 
in vivo evaluation of the efficacy of biological meshes to 
promote reconstruction of the abdominal wall.

Materials and methods

Animals

In this study, 15 young adult New Zealand white rabbits 
(weight: 3.0–3.5 kg) were utilized. Experiments were con-
ducted with approval from the National University of 
Ireland, Animal Ethics Committee. A license was obtained 
from the Department of Health and Children, Dublin, 
Ireland, as required by the Cruelty of Animals Act (1876). 
Certificate B (no. B100/3685) approved the study design.

Experimental groups

According to the mesh types, a total of 15 rabbits were 
divided into 3 groups with 5 animals in each. Three 
model implants were chosen to repair the abdominal wall 
to test the relevance of the in vivo model. In order to 
stimulate implant site contraction, a heavy-weight poly-
propylene mesh (Prolene; Ethicon Endo-Surgery Inc., 
USA) was chosen. Single-layer, degradable, small intes-
tinal submucosa (Surgisis; Cook Medical Inc., USA) was 
chosen to stimulate implant site stretching. A highly 
cross-linked bovine pericardium Peri-Guard (Synovis 
Surgical Innovations) implant was chosen as a control/
model implant that was expected to be unchanged in size 
at the end of the study period.

Experimental and surgical procedures

The surgical technique used in this study is illustrated in 
Figure 1.

Animals were acclimatized for at least 1 week to the local 
environment before surgery. Hairs were removed from the 
anterior abdominal wall with electric hair clippers. Induction 
of anaesthesia was carried out with intramuscular Ketamine 
(35 mg/kg) and Xylazine (5 mg/kg). An isoflurane and oxy-
gen gas mixture was used for maintenance of anaesthesia. A 
midline incision was performed through the skin and subcu-
taneous fat. The rectus abdominis muscle was exposed on 
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the left side. Excision of the rectus abdominis muscle was 
performed unilaterally on the left side including the perito-
neal layer. A 4-cm-longitudinal length was marked on the 
mid-portion of the rectus abdominis muscle. Excision was 
carried out for this longitudinal length (4 cm) along the bor-
ders of the linea alba and the linea semilunaris (width). The 
resultant abdominal wall defect (the excised mid-portion of 
the rectus abdominis muscle of 4 cm length) was repaired 
with a similar sized implant (like for like, ‘replacement’) 
using a running 4/0 polypropylene suture. Each rabbit was 
randomized to receive Prolene, Peri-Guard or Surgisis. Each 
rabbit was given a standard dose of prophylactic antibiotic 
Enrofloxacin (5 mg/kg) subcutaneously and analgesia butor-
phanol (0.25–0.4 mg/kg) was administered subcutaneously 
for 48 h post surgery. The rabbits were maintained in a con-
trolled environment in cages until sacrifice. All rabbits were 
observed regularly for wound complications (including 
infection, bleeding and dehiscence) and the occurrence of 
herniation, seroma and mesh/implant extrusion. Minor her-
niation was closely observed until the end of the study 
period. After 56 days, the rabbits were euthanised with 2 mL 
of sodium pentobarbital (Dolethal) under anaesthesia. The 
anterior abdominal wall tissues were removed with care to 
preserve bilateral rectus abdominis muscles and the sur-
rounding tissues. The implant area was identified by the 
presence of polypropylene sutures used for securing the 
implant at the time of repair. The presence of adhesions was 
noted. The size of the wounds was traced using tracing 
paper, and photographs were taken as required. The implant 
areas were then cut and preserved in 4% neutral buffered 
formalin for histological analysis.

Evaluation of implant contraction/stretching

Following euthanasia, the anterior abdominal wall of each 
rabbit was harvested for analysis. The implant areas were 
recorded with tracing paper. The corresponding adjacent 
right rectus abdominis muscle of each rabbit was also 
traced. These tracings were scanned to obtain a digital 
image. The area of the implants and their corresponding 
right rectus abdominis muscles were determined using 
ImageJ software (v1.43). The percentage contraction or 
stretching of the area, width or length of the implant area 
was evaluated using the following formula

Percentage change

[(Implant left side)

(Control right side
=

−
))]

(Control right side)
100%×

Histological analysis

Formalin-fixed tissues of the implant area were dehy-
drated through a series of graded ethyl alcohol solutions 
(50%, 75%, 95% and 100%), cleared with xylene and 
embedded in paraffin using an automatic tissue processor 
(Leica ASP 300; Leica Microsystems, Germany). Paraffin 
sections of 5 µm thick were stained with Masson’s 
Trichrome stain. The stained sections were observed 
under light microscope, and digital images were captured 
for qualitative histomorphology and quantitative stereo-
logical analysis (BX51 microscope, DP-70 digital cam-
era; Olympus Europe, Germany).

Figure 1. Illustration of the surgical technique used in this study: (a) midline abdominal skin incision, (b) exposure of the left rectus 
abdominis muscle, (c) marking of a 4-cm length on the left rectus abdominis muscle, (d) haemostats used to lift the abdominal wall 
away from organs to prevent inadvertent injury, (e) entry into the peritoneal cavity, (f) excision of left rectus muscle performed on 
medial, superior and inferior aspects, (g) lateral edge of rectus muscle marked. Moist swab left in the peritoneal cavity to prevent 
trauma to organs, (h) left rectus abdominis muscle excised, (i) repair/replacement with Peri-Guard implant using 4/0 polypropylene 
suture and (j) repair completed with Peri-Guard implant.
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Quantitative stereological analysis

The stereological methods used for the quantitative anal-
ysis of tissue response and degradation parameters in this 
study were based on work previously reported.37,38 
Briefly, the stereological approach is based on sampling, 
and sampling needs to be isotropic. Since the abdominal 
wall is an anisotropic layered structure, its stratified 
nature required the use of a vertical uniform random sam-
pling method to obtain isotropy in the vertical sections. 
At least six non-overlapping random fields of view per 
section per stereological parameter, six sections per scaf-
fold and five scaffolds per group per time point were used 
for adequate sampling of the implant area. The test sys-
tems (counting grids/cycloids) provided by an image 
analysis software (ImageJ; National Institutes of Health, 
USA) were used to enable the counting of points for ste-
reological analysis. The stereological parameters used for 
the quantification of histology sections included volume 
fraction (Vv) of cell nuclei, Vv of fibroblasts, Vv of blood 
vessels, Vv of the implant, and Vv of new host collagen. 
These were estimated using a standard grid made of 
33 × 33 µm2 with a total of 80 intersections on 400X 
image magnification. An example of the standard grid is 
shown in Figure 2. Vv of each parameter was determined 
using the formula

V =
P

Pv
p

T











where Pp is the number of points of the parameter of inter-
est and PT is the total number of points.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were carried out using statistical soft-
ware InStat (version 3.1a; GraphPad Software Inc., USA). 
For the implant area, width and length, the Gaussian distri-
bution of the data was assessed using the Kolmogorov and 
Smirnov test. The difference in variances was tested using 
the Bartlett test. As the data passed these tests, statistical 
difference between groups was analysed by one-way anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA). Tukey’s honestly significant 
difference test was used for post hoc evaluation of differ-
ences between groups. A p-value of <0.05 was considered 
to be statistically significant. All data represented are 
expressed as mean ± standard error (SE) of mean.

Results

Macroscopic appearance

All animals tolerated the procedure well, and there was no 
wound-healing complication observed in the study groups. 
Figure 3 demonstrates the representative examples of the 
scaffolds after 8 weeks of recovery.

In the Surgisis group, the implants were found to stretch 
significantly at 8 weeks as expected. Mature fibrous colla-
genous tissues mixed with fragile granulation tissues were 
observed in this area. Blood vessels could be seen on the 
surface of the implant site. Although there was host tissue 
ingrowth in place of the implant, these were too weak to 
support the abdominal wall.

Hence, hernia formed in all cases repaired with the 
Surgisis implant within 4 weeks. In the Prolene group, exter-
nal observations showed that skin and subcutaneous tissue 
overlying the implant area was tethered to the underlying 
implant. When observed from the peritoneal side, the 
meshes were contracted which occasionally distorted the 
implant area, resulting in stiffening of the abdominal wall. 
Mainly tough fibrous collagenous tissue was observed over 
the non-degradable implant. Adhesions were also present. 
Host tissue had grown into the interstices of the polypropyl-
ene mesh. This tissue reaction resulted in an almost rigid, 
inflexible implant area. Blood vessels were observed on the 
surface of the implants, but these were less prominent when 
compared to the Surgisis and Peri-Guard groups. In the Peri-
Guard group, the implant showed a degree of contraction or 
wrinkling of the implant. Only a thin layer of collagenous 
tissue was present over the implant on the peritoneal side. 
Additionally, a small number of blood vessels were seen tra-
versing the surface of the implant. The implant appeared to 
be less securely integrated to the overlying subcutaneous 
tissue, especially where the implant wrinkling was observed.

Implant dimension measurements

The percentage change in area, width and length of the 
implants is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 2. Stereological quantification using a standard grid 
of 33 × 33 µm2 with a total of 80 intersections at 400X image 
magnification. This grid is transposed on the implant area from 
a Prolene mesh repair group. Intersection points on the grid 
that correspond to the points of interest (cell nuclei, fibroblast, 
collagen or implant) were counted and the volume fraction of 
each parameter was calculated.
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Figure 3. Explants after 56 days showing the peritoneal surface of (a) Prolene, (b) Surgisis implant and (c) Peri-Guard implant. In 
vivo rabbit model showing (d) abdominal wall repair with Prolene showing slight contour deficit due to mesh shrinkage, (e) hernia 
formation when repaired with the Surgisis implant and (f) intact abdominal wall defect repaired with the Peri-Guard implant.

Figure 4. Percentage change of implants in area and dimensions. The Surgisis implant showed an increase in the implant area, while 
both the Peri-Guard and Prolene implants showed a decrease in the implant area. Surgisis implant showed an increase in the implant 
width, while both the Peri-Guard and Prolene implants showed a decrease in the implant width. Surgisis, Peri-Guard and Prolene 
implants all showed an increase in the implant length.
*Statistical significant differences for p < 0.05.
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The implant area of Surgisis had stretched by an aver-
age of 35.9%, with a 25.8% increase in width and a 16.5% 
increase in length observed. All three measurements for 
Surgisis were statistically higher than for both Peri-Guard 
and Prolene. Prolene showed the highest percentage 
shrinkage of 24% of the implant area. However, Peri-
Guard showed the smallest percentage shrinkage of just 
12.4%.

Histology analysis and stereological 
quantification

The explanted tissues were further subjected to histologi-
cal analysis (Figure 5). In the Peri-Guard group, implants 
were predominantly intact. The dense collagenous implants 
were not infiltrated by host cells (Figure 6(a)). Blood ves-
sels were observed in the fibrous tissue areas adjacent to 
the implant surface. The area surrounding the implant con-
sisted of organized collagen and fibroblasts. Inflammatory 
cells surrounding the implant consisted of lymphocytes, 
macrophages and foreign body giant cells. There was no 
host cell or tissue infiltration into the implant area except 
at the fibrous tissue region immediately adjacent to the 
host tissue where a higher aggregation of inflammatory 
cells was observed (Figure 6(b)).

In the Prolene group, polypropylene mesh fibres were 
surrounded by a layer of inflammatory cells similar to the 
Peri-Guard group (Figure 6(c)). Adjacent blood vessels 
were common (Figure 6(d)). There was collagen deposited 
within the spaces of the polypropylene filaments with 
fibroblasts frequently observed in between collagen fibres. 

The layer of collagen appeared disorganized with arrange-
ments in different directions.

In the Surgisis group, implants were almost com-
pletely degraded by 56 days. Unlike the Peri-Guard 
implant, the Surgisis implant was not intact. The degrad-
ing fibres were surrounded by inflammatory cells (Figure 
6(e)). The Surgisis implant collagen was occasionally 
observed within macrophages and giant cells indicating 
their participation in the degradation process (Figure 
6(f)). Fibroblasts and collagen deposition were observed 
adjacent to the degrading implant/degraded implant area. 
Blood vessels were observed in areas of degradation and 
areas of collagen deposition.

Changes in the implant area were quantified using ste-
reology based on point counts. The volume fraction (Vv) of 
the implant, fibroblasts, nuclei and blood vessels were cal-
culated and represented in Figure 7.

With respect to implant and new collagen, it was 
observed that the Peri-Guard group had the highest Vv of 
implant (>90%) that was statistically higher than both 
Prolene and Surgisis. Prolene mesh fibres occupied 33.5% 
of the implant area by volume fraction 56 days post implan-
tation. In contrast, the Vv of Surgisis was only 3.9% which 
was statistically lower than Prolene and Peri-Guard. No 
new collagen formation was observed in the implant area 
for the Peri-Guard group. Surgisis and Prolene implants 
showed 35% and 29% of new collagen formed, respec-
tively, as measured by Vv quantification. For cell nuclei, 
host cells were a major composition of the implant area for 
both Surgisis and Prolene comprising mainly of lympho-
cytes and macrophages. Foreign body giant cells were also 

Figure 5. The sampling method employed for histological sectioning and stereological quantification. The implant site was 
divided into two regions: the implant area and the fibrous tissue region (interface) surrounding the implant. Stereological volume 
fraction (Vv) estimations of implant, new collagen, fibroblasts, nuclei and blood vessels were used to evaluate tissue composition 
of implant area.
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observed adjacent to the implanted material. The Vv of 
nuclei in Surgisis and Prolene were 16.3% and 8.3%, 
respectively, which were both statistically significantly 
higher than Peri-Guard. For fibroblasts, the Vv for Prolene 
and Surgisis was 11.4% and 9%, respectively, which were 
both statistically significantly higher than the Vv for Peri-
Guard (1.2%). Fibroblasts observed for the Peri-Guard 
group were sparse in the pericardial tissue. Blood vessels 
were a minor composition of the implant area as quantified 
by stereology with a Vv of 2.5% and 1.6% for Prolene and 
Surgisis, respectively. No blood vessels were detected for 
Peri-Guard indicating that it is remained an avascular 
material when placed in vivo.

Discussion

The objective of this study was to design an animal model 
to investigate the efficacy of surgical meshes for abdomi-
nal wall repair. The basis of this model was inspired by the 

observation in clinical practice that hernia or abdominal 
weakness developed in patients who had their rectus 
abdominis muscle harvested for flap surgery.39–41 There 
were three unique features of this developed model. First, 
there was a focus on the evaluation of changes to the 
implant area (e.g. stretching or shrinkage), which was 
compared to a control area within the same animal. Second, 
there was an emphasis on selective anatomical excision of 
a defined anatomical boundary (unilateral rectus 
abdominis), rather than a predefined defect size. Finally, 
we used quantitative stereological methods to analyse his-
tological changes in the implant area.

Three model implants were used to demonstrate the sig-
nificance of this model. A high-density polypropylene 
mesh (Prolene) and a thin degradable small intestinal sub-
mucosa scaffold (Surgisis) were used to induce contraction 
and stretching of the implant sites, respectively.31,32,42,43 It 
was observed that these two implants behaved as expected. 
The stretching of Surgisis was statistically significant in 

Figure 6. Histology of implant areas and fibrous tissue interface regions of (a, b) Peri-Guard, (c, d) Prolene and (e, f) Surgisis 
implants, respectively (error bar: 50 μm).
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implant area size, width and length. In contrast, we did not 
expect the Peri-Guard (glutaraldehyde cross-linked bovine 
pericardium) implant to show shrinkage of the magnitude 
observed (12.4%). The hypothesized reasons for this find-
ing includes glutaraldehyde toxicity,44–46 poor tissue inte-
gration and mechanical sheering of the implant/fibrous 
tissue interface.47,48 The present in vivo findings are con-
sistent with a previous study that showed glutaraldehyde 
crosslinking of extracellular matrix resulted in failure of 
cells to proliferate on these biomaterials in vitro.49 In addi-
tion, since Peri-Guard is a stiff biomaterial that is imper-
meable to cellular infiltration in vivo, a dense fibrous 
tissue layer formed around the implanted Peri-Guard. This 
is indicative of mechanical mismatch and an in vivo 
response to stabilize the implant site. This role of mechani-
cal irritation on tissue response has been elucidated by 
Helton et al.50

The possibility of ‘relative shrinkage’ rather than true 
implant shrinkage was considered as measurements were 
performed in relation to the contralateral side, which was 
expected to grow over the experimental time period. Given 
that the change in length was compared against the exci-
sion length of the muscle, an increase would be due to 
growth with or without stretching. A decrease would be 
secondary to implant shrinkage, minus growth. The change 
in width in contrast was determined from the final con-
tralateral muscle width. Therefore, any increase in width 
greater than the expected growth is interpreted as stretch-
ing; while a decrease could either be implant shrinkage 
(lack of growth or lack of stretching on the test side) or 
severe hypertrophy on the control side. Taken together, a 
reduction in length (if final length is shorter than the exci-
sion length) was attributed to true implant area shrinkage, 

while an increase in width (more than the contralateral 
width) was attributed to true implant stretching. In this 
study, we observed that there was a 5% increase in length 
and a corresponding 18% reduction in width for the Peri-
Guard implants. This discrepancy can be explained as 
being either due to true shrinkage or lack of growth/
stretching on the implant side (compared to the control 
muscle width). Another possibility was abnormal hyper-
trophy on the control side. However, this was not observed, 
and hence, normal growth of the contralateral side was 
expected. All considered the effect seen was attributed to 
Peri-Guard implant shrinkage.

A stereological approach was used for quantitative 
analysis of histological parameters in the implant area. A 
quantitative stereological approach was unbiased and 
powerful to differentiate any changes that may not be eas-
ily appreciated utilizing a qualitative or semi-quantitative 
approach.37,51 Statistically significant differences in the Vv 
of the implant, cell nuclei, fibroblasts and blood vessels 
were observed between the three commercially available 
scaffolds. Densely cross-linked bovine pericardium Peri-
Guard scaffolds showed a high Vv of implant collagen 
(>90%), while <5% Vv of implant collagen was observed 
for the degradable Surgisis implant Vv estimation.

The presence of new host collagen, coupled with a 
higher Vv of cell nuclei and fibroblasts, indicated that the 
Surgisis implant degradation was almost complete and that 
remodelling was ongoing. The degradation of Surgisis was 
not replaced in time by mature host collagen tissue forma-
tion. This corresponded to the development of hernia in 
these animals.

An in vivo model was designed to mimic certain char-
acteristics of the pathology, and hence, there is no ideal or 

Figure 7. Volume fraction of implant, new collagen, fibroblasts, nuclei and blood vessels for Surgisis, Prolene and Peri-Guard 
meshes quantified using stereological methods on the implant area.
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perfect model. This model has its own limitations. First, 
our model was based on acute myofascial domain loss in 
the acute setting, usually due to tumour resection, flap har-
vest or trauma. Hence, it was not modelled for the more 
common ‘chronic’ ventral incisional hernias or groin/
inguinal hernias.52–54 With this in mind, this model does 
not cover the features of chronic changes associated with 
delayed fascial failure.55,56 Nonetheless, we believe that 
the dimension of the defect created with this model was 
not inferior to incisional or inguinal hernias. This model 
can easily be adapted to mimic the presence of a chronic 
ventral hernia by creating the hernia in the first setting and 
repair of the defect at a later stage.57,58 We found that unre-
paired defects from a previous pilot study showed that ani-
mals implanted with Surgisis developed visible hernias 
after 3–4 weeks; therefore, this time point should be used 
for the second surgical intervention. Second, only one 
defect was created per animal.59–61 Some investigators had 
used more than one defect per animal.33,48,62 We have not 
done this as it is not known whether one implant will influ-
ence the tissue response of a different adjacent implant in 
the same animal or field. Intuitively, an implant area with 
an ongoing inflammatory process will affect the tissue 
response of another implant in the same field. However, 
randomizing the positions of these implants may reduce 
any potential effect. Indeed, our model can be adapted for 
initial screening of potential biomaterials by creating 
smaller defects on alternating sides of the rectus abdominis. 
Furthermore, other investigators have performed mesh 
evaluation without the creation of a defect63,64 to investi-
gate tissue responses alone.

There have been recent developments in improving the 
hernia model. DuBay et al.57 created ‘progressive fascial 
failure’ on the abdominal walls of Sprague-Dawley rats by 
repairing laparotomy wounds using fast absorbing sutures 
and allowing the fascia repair to fail during the healing 
period. A similar model was also described by Burcharth 
et al.65 based on the idea of a weakly healed abdominal 
fascia. These techniques were able to model the abnormal 
wound or fascial healing environment in ventral incisional 
hernias. The deleterious effects of a weak abdominal wall 
musculature can be improved following repair in these 
models.56,58

This developed model can be further enhanced for the 
assessment of other parameters or outcomes. Intraperitoneal 
placement of surgical meshes has demanded that they 
induce minimal or no adhesions when implanted. In order 
to study the strength of adhesions, a model can be created 
by denuding an area on the abdominal wall and bowel.66–68 
Furthermore, as increasing numbers of biological meshes 
are used in the contaminated setting,69,70 animal model 
with bacteria inoculated into the implant sites71–73 or cae-
cal puncture (peritonitis model)74 has been developed to 
assess the tolerance of implants against infection. Both of 
these techniques could be incorporated into our model.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to show that bio-
materials used to repair the abdominal wall can be compared 
within the same animal to avoid differences in size and 
growth. The success of this model relies on two normal recti 
muscles for comparison. There was no indication that experi-
ments on these animals affected overall growth, whether a 
reduction or acceleration of growth. Furthermore, a specific 
muscle is excised, rather than a standardized defect size that 
is normally reported in the literature. This overcomes the 
minor differences in defect size excised, as the muscle size is 
dependent on the anaesthetic level, intra-abdominal pressure, 
muscle tone and direction of muscle fibres. In this study, we 
have also shown that stereological techniques can be used 
successfully to analyse the histological observations to pro-
duce quantitative data for comparison.

Conclusion

The presented rabbit model of abdominal wall defect is 
advantageous for evaluating the in vivo behaviour of bio-
logic surgical meshes as demonstrated here with three 
commercially available model implants that induced dis-
tinct biological responses. Implant area stretching and 
shrinkage were detected with standard measurements, and 
histological analysis was performed with quantitative ste-
reological methods to support these findings.
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